Prediction of Droplet Production Speed by Measuring the Droplet Spacing Fluctuations in a Flow-Focusing Microdroplet Generator.
In a flow-focusing microdroplet generator, by changing the flow rates of the two immiscible fluids, production speed can be increased from tens to thousands of droplets per second. However, because of the nonlinearity of the flow-focusing microdroplet generator, the production speed of droplets is difficult to quantitatively study for the typical flow-focusing geometry. In this paper, we demonstrate an efficient method that can precisely predict the droplet production speed for a wide range of fluid flow rates. While monodisperse droplets are formed in the flow-focusing microchannel, droplet spacing as a function of time was measured experimentally. We discovered that droplet spacing changes periodically with time during each process of droplet generation. By comparing the frequency of droplet spacing fluctuations with the droplet production speed, precise predictions of droplet production speed can be obtained for different flow conditions in the flow-focusing microdroplet generator.